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This paper discussesthe qualitative and quantitative aspectsof the solution
of a classof optimal control problems,togetherwith relatedquestionsconcerning a correspondingstochasticdifferentialequation.The classhas been
chosento revealwhat one may expectfor the structure of the set ofconjugatepoints for smooth problemsin which existenceof optimal trajectoriesis
not an issuebut for which Lie bracketingis necessaryto revealthe reachable
set. It is, perhaps,not too surprising that in thinking about this problem
various geometricalanalogiesare usefuland, in the final analysis,provide a
convenientlanguageto expressthe results.Indeed,the geodesicproblem of
Riemanniangeometryis commonlytaken to be the paradigmin the calculus
of variations;a point of view which is supportedby a varietyof variational
principles such as the theoremof Euler which identifiesthe path of a freely
moving particle on a manifold with a geodesicand the whole theory of
generalrelativity. Nonetheless,the classof variational problemsconsidered
here can only be thought of as geodesicproblemsin somelimiting sensein
which the metric tends to infinity. For this reasonthe geodesicanalogyhas
to be developedrather carefully.What is actually neededis a generalization
of Riemanniangeometryand it seemsthat the intuitive content of Riemannian geometryis sufficientlyrobust so as to withstand modificationsof the
type required and still provide a reasonably" geometric" picture. We consider questionsinvolving model spaces,geodesicequations,the appropriate
definition of the Laplace-Beltramioperator,etc.The end resultsmakeavail* This research was supported in part by the Army Research Office under Grant
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able in the control setting,considerablegeometricalinsight and suggest
somenovel problemsin dillerentialgeometry.
In addition to work in control theory and geometrywhich we draw on in
a very specificway,one seesin the recentwork of physicistsan exciting,albeit
vague,parallelism centering around the idea of " superspace."Before embarking on the actual mathematicsof this paper let me make a few commentson this.Part and parcelof the Riemannianexpression
for infinitesimal
distance
(ds)2: 2Sti6) dx, dx,
is idea that spaceis " essentiallyisotropic." That is to say, the distanceto
nearby points involves the samekind of expressionregardlessof the direction. characteristic of the modelswhich we investigatehereis a very strong
anisotropic character as would be suggestedby an expressionsuch as
(ds)2: (dx)2+ (dy)'+ ldzl. T\ere have been,and continue to be, suggestionsin the physicsliterature to the effectthat what we perceiveasbeinga
four dimensionalspace-timecontinuummay be betterthoughtof asbeinga
submanifoldof a higherdimensionalspace.In the theoryof o. Klein and r.
Kaluza (see[1])one takesthe ambientspaceto be five dimensional,obtaining in return a setting in which electromagneticand gravitational theories
are unified.In more recent work, e.g.,Zumino's article in
[2], one seessuggestionsabout ten and twenty six dimensionalambient spaces.Manifestly
thesetheoriesrefer to a highly anisotropickind of space.Having planted tht
idea that what is to be discussedheremay havephysicalaswell aJmathema
tical interest we hasten to add that only the mathematical and contro
theoretic aspectswill be consideredfurther.
optimal control and geodesicshave been discussedbefore in the litera
ture, for exampleHermes [3] and Hermann [4], however the most directl.
relevantprior work that I am aware of occursin the thesisof J. Baillieul
[i
where he carriesout certaindetailedcomputationson a specificmodel of thr
type consideredhere.
I thank the organizersof the conferencefor giving me the opportunity tc
speak at my alma mater on the occasionof its l00th anniveriaiy. It was a
pleasantoccasion.I also want to expressmy appreciationto J. Bajflieul,c. I.
Byrnesand N. Gunther for their patiencein listeningto, and help in clarifying the argumentsgiven here.

The Starting Point
consider a neighborhood of xs in ra-dimensionalcartesian spaceRn,and
consider the following problem from control theory. Given

*: B(xlu,

.

X :

d
, . X
dt
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find u(r)e R' on the interval[0, 1] suchthat x(0) : xs, x(1) : X1,&Dd
4 ( x o ,x ) :

it((r, u)\,t, dt

Jo

is minimized.Here ( , ) denotesthe standard inner product on R.. We
investigatethis problem under the assumptionthat B is smooth and of
constant rank m. In place of 4 we study
p(x, y): min q(x, y).
Notice that p satisfiesthe conditionp(x, x):0, p(x,y): h(y,x)>0 if
x f y and p(x, y) < p(x, z) + p(2, y). That is, p satisfiesthe axioms of a
metric. The only step here which is not completelyobvious is p(x, y):
p(y, x) and this is provenby replacingu,(t)by -ut(t - r) and noticingthat
this control steersy to x if u steersx to y.
In the specialcasewhereltr: tr,underour announcedhypotheses
we may
rewrite ic: B(x)u as B-l(x)i:
u and expressthe problem as a Riemannian geodesicproblem,i.e.,to find from amongall smoothpathsjoining x
and y the one which minimizes

B-,("y*,Sy,r,
or.
,: ,['Kr-l(x)*,
o
Thus we seethat (f- t1x;;t3- t(") : G(x)plays the role of themetrictensor
if B-l(x) exists.However,p(x, y) may be well definedeven if B is not
invertible and in particular evenif rn < n. All that is neededfor p(x, y) to be
definedis that everypoint shouldbe reachablefrom everyotherpoint.None
of the phenomenawhich we investigateare a consequenceof any rack of
smoothnessin B or the quantity being minimized; for the sakeof simplicity
we take B to be C- although we could get by with less.
what are the conditions for every point near x to be reachablefrom x?
This kind of questionis studiedin the control literatureunder the names
controllability, reachability,etc. but the specificresult we need was known
alreadyby chow [6] who generalizeda result of caratheodory.what is
neededis that the Lie algebraof vector fields generatedby

'':

,)rui*'

n: @i)

should be sufficientlyrich to span Rnat eachpoint. This condition is considerablylessdemandingthan the condition that B is invertible!
Perhapsan example will be of somehelp in developingintuition. Considerthe followingprototypefor the situationin R3:
X : U
y - u

Z:uy-ux.
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In this case

^

a

a

.
fr:;_
*y0x
dz'

F":& - -*,

fFu,F,l:2*.

Sincethesespan R3 we can reachany point from any other point. However,
B is 3 by 2 and so BrB is not invertible and we are not in the standard
Riemanniansituation.with the help of the Lagrangemultiplier technique
one can show that the geodesicssatisfy

*+ )'i:0
y- 7*:0
i+)"(*x+yy):0
where.l is a suitableconstant.In fact,from thelastequationwe seethat for
trajectories
whichpassthrough(0,0, z)we have

^:;+T'
a

The locus of points equidistantfrom (0, 0, 0) displaysan x3-axissymmetry
but, in contrastwith the Riemanniansituation,the geodesicspheresare not
smooth manifolds.(They fail to be smooth at the north and south poles.)

(o)
FigureI

(b)
Thegeodesic
spheres
and onegeodesic
curve.

we can think of this examplein the following way. At eachpoint in the
spacewe have a two dimensional subspaceof the tangent space,the one
spannedby the vector fields
*.

t*

and

o

o

oy

oz

- _ Y _

In this planewe havea given inner product correspondingto the fact that we
are minimizing the integral of u2 + u2.we may think of this planeasbeinga
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two spaceof ordinary directions.In this problem the geodesicsemanating
from a point are characterizedby an initial velocity chosen from the
ordinary directions togetherwith parameter,t which controls, in a way we
want to make precise,the amount of twist the trajectory has to bring it
away from the planeof ordinary directions.
It may also be pointed out that for this examplethe points conjugateto
the point (0, 0, 0) consist of the entire z-axis.Recall [7] that in an ordinary
Riemannianspacethe points conjugateto p have distance

p b ,d >

fE

JK

where K is the maximum sectional curvature of the manifold. Sincep is
conjugateto points in every neighborhoodof it we seethat we are dealing
with a spacehavingrather exceptionalcurvature!
Naturally associatedwith this problem is a subgroupof the affinegroup
on R3 consistingof elementsof the form

?,:
.
l]t'l
[;][*, hrl

: orthogonal.

This group acts transitivelyon R3 and leavesthe form of the variational
problem invariant.Thus the calculationof p(., .)is no more difficult than
the calculationof p(0, '). Basedon this remark we can see that just as
through(0,0,0)thereis a line of points{plp : (0,0, z)} which are conjugate
to (0, 0, 0), there is a line of points {plp : (a, b, z)l which are conjugate
to (a, b, zo).At each point in R3 this gives us a natural splitting of the
tangent space into a two dimensional subspaceRange B and a one
dimensional subspacedefined by tangent vector to the manifold of
conjugatepoints.
Finally, there is a secondorder operator associatedwith this problem,
namely

':(*.'*). (&-.*)',

which sharesmany of the propertiesof the heat operator. We will discuss
this further in the final sectionof the paper.

The Hamiltonian Formulation
We now return to the generalsituation and set about the problem of studying the geodesics.It savesa certain amount of annoyingcalculationto
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observeright at the start that the trajectorieswhich minimize 4 also
minimize
" l

t.
4: lo(u,ud
)
This comesabout, as it does in the caseof Riemanniangeometry,because
the valueof (u, u) along geodesiccurvesis constant.
In Riemanniangeometrythe equationsfor the geodesicscan be written as
equationson the tangentbundle. Choosingcoordinates,thesemay be expressedin terms of the Levi-Civita connectionas
it + filiiir

: 0

(summationconvention).

In the presentsituation the tangent bundle formulation is not quite so
straightforward. Instead, we begin with a Hamiltonian formulation on the
cotangentbundle.Accordingto the maximumprincipleof optimal control
Hamilton-Jacobi theory in the presentcontext we may associatewith the
geodesicproblem a pair of first order equations
*,: BU
b : A ( u ,P ) ,
where .4 is a bilinear form in u and p, and assertthat if xO is a geodesicthen
thereexistsa p(0) suchthat (x, p) satisfytheseequationswith

p): - a
A(u,
finrBu
and

u: Brp.
Geometrically,the pair (x, p) is to be thoughtof as a point in the cotangent
bundle T*X. In this setupeachgeodesicthroughx is generatedby a choice
of p(0) e TlX but, just as in Riemanniangeometrywhere one does not
know c priori which valuesof *(0) generatepaths over [0, 1] without cut
points, here we are not sure a priori which valuesof p(0) generatecurves
which are freeof cut points on [0, 1].
In order to preventone from attemptingto attachintrinsic meaningto an
accidental choice of coordinates it is worthwhile to recast these ideas in
coordinatefree and,while we are at it, global terms.Let X be amanifold and
let .Ebe a rank m euclideanvector bundle over X. Let B: E -- E c. TX be a
vectorbundleisomorphism.If ( , ) is the inner producton E then the subbundle of TX definedby E has an inner product which comesfrom ( , ).
Associatedwith E is a sequenceof deriveddistributions.Define E! as span
B(x) and continueinductively
span

sPan

E(r)- - (flo,+ [Elo),E!o)]),EQ)- - lEtrr+ [E(1),
E(11),...,erc.,
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wherethe bracketsindicatevectorfieldswhich ariseasLie bracketsof vector
fieldsin the spaceindicated.If the dimensionsof E$)are,for eachi, independent of x then E definesa sequenceof derived vector bundles6(0)- g(r) Etztc "' . The condition for the systemto be controllableis that this
sequenceshould terminateat TX. of courseE determines,canonically,a
dimensionm subbundleEt c T*X, Et : {plp vanisheson E}. The map
B: E -- E and the inner product defineu ."p'fro- T*X lEt into E which is
givenin coordinatesby p*+ Brp: u. The pair of equationsgivenabovethen
definea sectionof the tangentbundleof r*X.If the controllabilitycondition
is satisfiedthen we geta metricp(.,.)on X and we may be surethat any two
points in X arejoined by a geodesic.
we also point out the following additional result which playsa role rater.
supposethat E(1)equalsTX. rn that casethe inner productstructureon E
can be usedto definean inner product on ([E, E] + E)IE. The ideais analogousto the one wherebyan inner product on the spaceof one forms is used
to define an inner product the spaceof two forms, etc.This goesas follows.
Let bp br, ..., b^be an orthonormalbasisfor E in someneighborhood
U q. X. Any point in ([E, E]+ E)lE can be then expressed
as

X :L a ,i fb ;,b ,f+ E .
Such a representationis not unique, but among all suchrepresentations
there is a unique one which minimizes

: q(x).
(,p,'t)"
This then givesa mappingfrom ([d E]+ E)lE into R'(.-r)/2. It is easily
seento be linear.We definethe lengthof apoint in ([8, E]+ E)lEasthe
minimum valueof 4(X). It is easyto verify that this definesa norm and that
the norm satisfiesthe parallelogramidentity and so it comesfrom an inner
product.Finally,onecancheckthat the norm is independent
ofthe choiceof
orthonormalbasis.

Geodesic Equations
In order to betterunderstandthe qualitativebehaviorofthe solutionsofthe
optimal control problem which we introducedin the secondsection.we now
describea transformation which may be thought of as a partial inverse
Legendretransformation.The effectof this transformationis to introduce as
many secondorder equationsas possible.Everything here is local.
Given the control equations *: B(xlu, we then have a subbundle
E : span B in TX. In a neiehborhood of any point xo we can find an
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integrablesubbundleE of TX which is tangentto E at xo. In localcoordinates this amounts to saying that we can write the given equationsas
*u:

Bulr

*4: BP
with B, being an mby mnonsingular matrix and B,(xo) : 0. For each choice
of integrable subbundle E tangent to E atxo we get such a decomposition of
the equations of motion by letting x, be such that

i.rl''"' axtr
span the integrable subbundle.As noted, E also determinesa subbundle
EI e T*X, namely the subbundleof one forms which vanishon E. Denoting
a typical point in Et by p, we can write the equationsof the previoussection
AS
*u:

Buu

*r: Bfi
p") + A"t(u,pt)
bu: Auu(u,
br: Au{u,p") + Ar(u,pt).
Differentiatingthe equation*,,: BuB[p" * B"Blp,with respectto time and
using the differentialequationsfor p we get a secondorder equationin xu.
By using*,: Buu to eliminateu we then end up with a pair of equationsof
the form
ii + fi**j*k * Ajriipk:0

xi e {x1,x2, ..., xn}

ii + Fir*iix+ Eik*ipk:0

p ,e { p ^ * t , p ^ * r , . . . , p " }

wherethe coefficientsdependon x but not * or p. Theseequationshaveto be
integrated along with the nonholonomic constraints represented by
*r: &Bu li,. The symmetriesare as follows:I-j1is symmetricinjk and Ai*
is skew symmetricin y.
Sincewe did not give a canonical way to choose.Ewe cannot attach an
intrinsic meaning to any aspectof theseequations which is not invariant
with respectto that choice.However, given any such choice,B, definesan
inner product on E and hence B, definesa Riemannian structure on the
submanifoldpassingthrough xe and definedby E. When we changeE or xo
we changethis Riemannianstructure.We call the original systemreducibleif
there exists a choice for E such that when we write )cu: Buu,B, is of the
form
Bu(ru,x1): Be(x,)0(r,,r,)
with 0 orthogonal. Under this circumstancethe Riemannianstructuredoes
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not vary from leaf to leaf and we can recast the entire problem in the
following terms.Given an rr-dimensionalRiemannianmanifold M find the
shortestpath betweentwo points meand m, subjectto n - m constraintsof
the form yr(l) : c, whereyi satisfies

t' : c,i6,yhl.
In this caseFi* arejust the ordinary Christoffelsymbolsfor this Riemannian
manifold.
There exists an entire hierarchy of examples of reducible systems,
classifiedon the basisof the propertiesof the Riemannianspace.For example, the space might be taken to be flat, symmetric,etc. Our prototype
problem of sectiontwo can be restatedas the problem of finding the shortest
path betweentwo points R2 suchthat the areaenclosedby the straight line
betweenthe two points and the path has a specifiedvalue.This family of
specialcasesis thereforerelatedto the isoperimetricproblemsin the calculus
of variations,and in particular, to the problem of Pappus[8], solvedby him
more than two thousand yearsago.

A Local Canonical Form
Just as the local featuresof Riemannian geometry are greatly clarified by
coordinatizingthe manifold by Riemann'snormal coordinates,in the present
context the local featuresof the optimal control problem may be revealedby
an appropriate choice of coordinates.Specifically,we consider*: B(x)u
under the replacements
xr-x:

Y(x)

rtt"+ s :

@(t)r,

where Y is a diffeomorphismand @(x) is an orthogonal matrix. This is the
natural group to study becauseof the role of (u, u): (@u, @u) in the
optimal control problem. What we will find is that it is possible,under a
suitable hypothesis,to get an interesting and useful canonical form with
respectto this group of transformations.Everything we do here is local.
To begin with we considerdim X : 3 dim E:2. What we want to
establishis that in this casewe can arrange matters so that in a neighborhood of xs we have
*r:zr*rr
*,2:u2*rz
ic1:ttrx2-uzxr +13
where r, and_r2 have vanishing first partials and 13 has vanishing first
partials with respect to x3 and vanishing first and secondpartials with
respectto xr and x2, all at xo. Moreover, and this is what justifies the
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particular choices,any other choiceof coordinateswhich enjoysthe same
propertiesis related to the given one by a changeof variableswhoseJacobian at xs has the form

a,l'l ["r,lol

-

I

:

t

+

l

0xlo [0 | r,J'

Thereforewe have an intrinsic definition of a direction (010x3)which,
together with Range B, definesa splitting of the tangent bundle. The prototype problem showsus that this is the direction along which the conjugate
points of an associatedapproximating problem emanatefrom xe.
To begin the proof of theseassertionsconsidera system
*i : ui * yjyxjuk;

i, j, k : 1,2, .. ., rn.

As is well known,any m by m by m arraysuchas ljx canbeexpressedas a sum
qltr* a\*with qi* : eli anda'iy: -ali. By changingcoordinatesaccording
to
xir--xi - i,'i*xixr
ui t- |'iui,

where0 : exp(O(x))and O(x) : (ci.jxxi),we arrive at a system
*i:ui+ri
for which all the first partials of ri vanish at 0. Let's call this a " type one"
reduction.
We now considerthe x, equations.For notationalreasonswe write x and
y insteadof x, and x,. Considerthen
*i:ui,

i:

lr2

yt : aj*t'ur * B';lxjuk + qlirj
where qi have vanishing first partials with respect to x and y at zero.

Split Bi* up as Bi1: P'jk+ p; wittr the former being symmetricwith respect to jk and the latter skew symmetricwith respectto the sameindices.
Notice that if we replacey by yt - i!'iu*itr - cj.yxt then
y:pjrxiuk a eiui
where 4i have vanishingfirst partials with respectto x and y at zero. Irt's
call this a " type two " reduction.
Using a type one reduction followed by a type two reduction we can
arrangemattersso that the dim X :3, dim E : 2 systemlooks,in a neighborhood of x : 0. like
*r:ur +rl
*2 :u2 + 12
jt: urx2 - u2xr * qt(*t, x'\ut + qz(xr, x2\yf + r3
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where13has_the
propertymentionedabove:its first and secondpartialswith
respectto xr and x2 vanish atzero, and its first partial with respectro y
vanishesat zero.we needto eliminatethe quadratictermsqr andq2.To this
end substitute
yv. y - h\x)
with h(x) cubicin x and selectedin sucha way asto put the expression
for jr
in the form
jt : ur xz - x2ttr * axryur + fxt wr.
It is easyto seethat suchan ft exists.After the further substitution
y6y-axty-Bx2y
we have
* , 7 : u r+ r 7
ic2:u2+12

ut(x' * axrxz + d.y)- ut("t - f*t*, + py)+ r3.
The final reductionto the canonicalform is now eflectedby the substitutions
i:

xt*'xr

* ay * axrx2+ 2f(*r),
x2r- x2 + fly - fl"ttt - 2a(xrlz

o
'*PI
Lu,l* [-o*'1B''
furl

ax2-Bxtlfut]

o

j[r,J

The statementabout the form of the Jacobianat zeromay be verified by
noticing that the linear transformationwhich definesthe above transformationon (x1,x2)hasno z componentif and only if the systemis initially
in the desiredcanonicalform.
Basedon thesetechniqueswe can prove the following theorem.
Theorem l. Giuenx : B(x'lu with dim u : m and dim x : m(m+ l)12 and
giuenthat E(rt spanspn(m+r)/2we can choosecoorilinates(ri, *2, ..., x^,
- t' ^)
t,
in a neighborhood
of a giuenpoint,sdl x : 0, sothat the
!t'', lt' . . ., !^
equationstake theform
* i : u i+ r i ,
i : 1 , 2 , . . . ,m
j t ' :i u i x i - u i x i+ r i i ,

i,j :1,2,...,ftt, i<j

wherethe ri anil rii haueuanishingfirst partialswith respectto x and y and in
aildition rii has uanishingsecondpartialswith respectto xi and xi. Moreouer,
giuen any secondset of coordinateswith this property it follows that the
Jacobianof thedffiomorphismwhichrelatesthemhastheblockdiagonalform

',:
wheneualuatedat zero.

lJ,' ol
I o Jnn]
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In the next section we will analyzein detail the systemdefinedby this
canonical form without the remainder terms.This analysiswill explain, in
part, the hypothesisthat n : m(m + I)12. In fact even the approximating
problem may display a certain lack of robustnesswith respectto the location
of the conjugatepoints unlessthis condition on the dimensionis satisfied.

Model Spaces
Basedon the claim of the previous theorem,the systemsof the form
*i : ui,
yij :

uixj -

l r 2 ,. , . ,m

i:

i, i :

njxt,

1,2, ..., ffi

assumea special importance. In this section we explore the associated
geodesics.What we will show is that the optimal solution has a remarkably
simplestructure.One might eventhink of this classof systemsas beingthe
appropriate analog of the flat Riemannianspac€sin the presentcontext.
There are many possiblenotational schemes:we begin with one which is
control theoreticand mention at the end an alternativebasedon dillerential
forms. Consider x e R' and Y e o(m), the set of n by n skew symmetric
matrices.The control svstemis
X : U

i':xuT-nxr.
It is easyto seethat this systemis controllableon Rn x o(n)and that this is
equivalentto the problem defined above.If we are to minimize
f l

4:

| (u, u) ilt

Jo

subject to fixed boundary conditions x(0):0, x(1).= s, f(0): g' if
y(1): S, then an elementaryLagrangemultiplier argument shows that
there existsa skew symmetric matrix A such that
it * ltu :0.
Thus
*:

u:

ette,

valueof 4 isjust llall.Sincex(0): 0 and Y(0): 0 we
andthecorresponding
canalsowrite
r(t):

e ^ t b- b

and

S;61 {r,syr{
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The optimal trajectoriesto points on the set x(1) : 0 are especiallyinteresting.In this casethe expressionfor I simplifies to
" l

v ( l ) : JIo e^'(bb'l\'-

ltbb'yr''' Ot.

Theorem2. The control u(') defineilon f0, Ll which minimizes
,'1

dt
Jo(u'u)

,:

fo,
*,:ui

x(0):0

t :xur -uxr;

x(l):0
Y(1):Y

Y(0):0

satisfies
it+Au:O
matrix A. The associatedualueof p is giuenby
for somesl<cw-syrnrnetric
p((0' 0)' (0' y)) : Ar * 2)., + T"t * "' * 1127,
of Y listedin decreasing
where*i11, +i12,..., +i1, are the eigenualues
orderaccordingto the sizeof the imaginarypart. Any two optimalcontrolsu1
(0,0) ro (x, Y) are relatedby u, : 0u2for someorthogonal
andu2 transferring
natrix 0 suchthat 0Y0' : Y. The point (x, Y\ is conjugateto the poinr (0, 0)
if, and only if, x belongsto an inuariant subspaceof Y which is not in the
complementof Ker Y,
Pnoor. The first observationis that the range spaceof the operator
r l

*

:
)oe^tbb'e^'t

dt

is the sameas that of (b, Ab, . . . , A'- rb) and that the dimensionof this range
spaceis upperboundedby the number of distinct eigenvaluesof A. Second,if
{b : b then A must have at least rank W eigenvaluesof the form 2Qni with
@ an integer since b is necessarilya linear combination of eigenvectors
correspondingto sucheigenvalues.Finally, if 0 is any orthogonalmatrix we
have p((0,0), (0, y)): p((0,0), (0, 0'yA)). We may, therefore,understand
the generalsituation by understandingthe casewhere A is of the fprm
0
-a)r

rot
0

A_

0
-

Q)2
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with rrrl:Znhr, and no @*is repeated.In this casea calculationshowsthat

(b?-b3)

fFu?o-uz,)0
wt-l\w':l o
o

L

O

o

o

o

0

0

o
(b3-bi)
-(b3-bi)
o

But this makesthe solution obvious.Sincethe cost is llnbll we needto
p i c k { { 1 , Q r , . . . , 4 ^ r z \ t o b e { 1 , 2 , . . . , m l 2 } i f n i s e v e na n d { 0 , 1 , . . . ,
(m - t)12| if m is odd. The total cost will then be expressiblein terms of
eigenvaluesof Y. Say that the eigenvaluesof Iwith positiveimaginary parts
are il.r, ilr, ..., i,i, listed in decreasingsizeof the imaginarypart. Sincethe
eigenvalues
of Wlt - L'W are(bl - b1)lfr, etc.,we seethat the minimum
just
cost is
4* : lr + 212+ 3).t, ..., r)"n, r < ml2'
As for the lack of uniquenessof u, of coursex : u implies9ic: 0u and so
0u and u accomplishthe sametransferas long as0'Y0: Y. On the other
hand, in view of the specificform of the optimal control we seethat any two
optimal u's which steer(0,0) to (x, Y) must be so related.
It is worth remarkingthat while p((0,0), (0, cf)) : lo I p((0,0), (0, Y)) it
does not define a norm on the spaceof skew symmetricmatrices because
the unit ball is not convex.The geometryof the unit ball is partly explained
by the remark that the line segmentsin its boundary correspondto certain
line segmentsin a Cartan subalgebraof So(n).
If we considera more generalversionof this problem wherebywe wish to
control
* : U

t':xrd2ru,

i:1,2,...,r

with the Cl, skew-symmetrigthen it is no longer true that the conjugate
points havesuch a nice structure; in fact,eventhe connectedsubsetwhich is
conjugate to (Q 0) and contains (0, 0) need not admit the structure of a
manifold in any natural way.
There are two possiblegeneralizationsof this problem which are interesting and have been investigatedin specialcases.The first concernsthe
possibility that it is not E(1)which spansTX but rather somehigher Bi). The
secondconcernsisoperimetricproblems which are not basedon flat spaces
but rather spacesof constant curvature.
I.et A(R') denote the 2'-dimensional Grassmannalgebra. Recall that
A(R') splitsas the sum of m * 1 vectorspacesAo(R') + Ar(R') + .'. +
A'(R'), the pth of which is of dimension(i); Ao(R-) is calledthe spaceof
p-forms.There is an antisymmetricmultiplicationin A(R')denoted by n
and called exterior multiplications; it respectsthe above decompositionin
that
n : Ao(R-) x At(R')-+Ae+{(Rn).
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Now considera control systemfor which u e Al(R"), x e A(R') and
* o: 0
*t:tlAXo

Xp:UAXp-r

If we set xo : 1 and delete the first equation, this is a systemfor which
E(i): Ar(R-) + "' + Ar(R-). Above we consideredthe specialcasep :2.
A secondkind of generalizationwhich yieldsinterestingresultsconcerns
systemsfor which X is principle bundle over a RiemannianspaceM, u takes
on valuesin TM and the equationsof motion are of the form
in: u
i:

I utei(m)y
where Y is some representationof the group, the Oi(n) belong to the
appropriate Lie algebra.The specialcaseof an Sl bundle over 52 has been
investigated, by J. Baillieul [5] and N. Gunther and T. Goodwille
[unpublished].

n

A Second Order Operator
Considerationshaving to do with stochasticdifferentialequationscontaining m-dimensionalWiener processeslead,under an appropriatehypothesis,
to a naturally defined secondorder partial differential operator associated
with our basic problem. The resulting operator is a generalizationof the
Laplace-Beltrami operator; it will be hypoelliptic but typically not elliptic.
Recall that an nr-dimensionalWiener prooessw has a 0(m) invariancein
the sensethat the statisticalpropertiesof the solution of an It6 equation
ax : f (x) dt + G(x) dw
are identical with those of the Itd equations
ax : f(x) dt + G(x)O{x)dw
where 0(x) is an orthogonal matrix dependingsmoothly on x. This 0(n)
invariance means that the same group of transformationsinvestigatedin
connectionwith the local canonicalform is relevanthere as well.
Given x : B(x\u as in the secondsectionwe define
.f'(r) :

-l*ol
ZOX1

'

(summationconvention)

and considerthe stochasticequation in the senseof It6.

ax : f (x) dt + B(x)dw.
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Together with this equation we considerthe equation for the evolution of
the associatedprobability density function p(t, x\ which is

" : ' '* l a A
U : - o f'$)o

a;

fii

i ulalu'r'r'

or
op
E:

t* P'

The operator l* is not, however,invariantly definedbecausethe probability
densityp is the densitywith respectto the measuredx1,dtr, ..., dxnand,
when we changecoordinatesin X, this transformsby multiplication by the
determinantof the Jacobian.The ellect on I.* is therefore
L* t-- rlt- | L*rlr
where ry'is the determinantof the Jacobian.
If the underlying manifold has a Riemannianstructureon it then it hasa
natural measure,namely /detc
ilx1dx2...dxn where G is the metric
tensor. In that caseit may be verified that the operator definedby
I

GAZliz

L*(detG)Lt2

is the standard Laplace-Beltrami operator. Thus to get an invariantly
defined operator in the present context it is enough to single out a set of
dilleomorphismswhich are relatedby transformationswhoseJacobiansare
constant.
Basedon the work we havedone we are in a position to identify a suitable
subsetof the set of all difleomorphismsin the following case.supposethat
for * : B(xlu we have Br) : TX and supposethat dim X : m(m+ I)12 so
that Theorem 1 applies.we have a splitting of the tangent spaceat each
point [X:E"*
F,. We also have a method of constructingan inner
product on ([4 E]+ E)IE. However,in view of the given decompositionof
?, it can be naturally identified with EO (t4 El+ E)IE. Sinceboth these
factorshaveeuclideanstructureswe haveobtainedfrom the euclideanstructure on E a euclideanstructure on T,x. what role this might have in the
study of the original problem remainsto be investigated,howeverit doeslet
us define a volume form on T,X and hencesinglesout an invariant second
order operator.
As remarked at the end of the secondsection,the secondorder operator

,.:(*..
,*). (&_.*)'

plays the role of the heat operator on the metric spacedefined by .*: a,
jt : u, 2 : xu - yr. A calculation shows that it is also the secondorder
operator definedby the above procedure.It is hypoelliptic but not elliptic.
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In view of the many interestingresultswhich relatethe magnitudeof the
eigenvaluesof a Laplace-Beltramioperator to the lengthsof geodesicson a
compact Riemannian manifold it is natural to expectthat this would be a
fruitful area of study in the present context. In an earlier paper [9] the
spectrumof the Fokker-Planck operator was calculatedfor a classof problemswhich fit our framework and the spectrumwasrelated,in a rough way,
to the controllability of the systems.The time it takes a Fokker-Planck
equation to reacha steadystateis of someinterestin applicationsand this is
relatedto the spectrumof the Fokker-Planckequation;perhapsthe time is
right for a more generalstudy of this type.
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